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CASE STUDY

THE SCALPEL
PROVIDING A BESPOKE APPROACH TO
BeMS AT 52 LIME ST

CUSTOMER BACKGROUND:
Located in the heart of the City on the corner of Lime
Street, the Scalpel is a luxury commercial skyscraper that is
now a prominent addition to London’s iconic skyline.
Originating as a nickname, ‘the Scalpel’ (as coined by the
Financial Times due to its distinctive angular design) has
now become the official designated name for the project
which was the first building of its kind to be certified
‘Excellent’ under the 2014 BRREAM standard.

engineer visits, proactive energy management via MEDIC
and reactive remote support to create a support solution
meeting all of the clients requirements. By applying the
Diagnostics alongside regular maintenance, BMSI is able
to carry out a more targeted approach that enables the
engineer to use their time more efficiently when on site.
We achieve this by monitoring all critical controls loops
24/7, enabling us to see when plant is starting to fail and
carrying out remote maintenance before it becomes an
issue that cannot be dealt with remotely.

SERVICES PROVIDED BY BMSI:

CURRENT SITUATION:
Working with Skanska on the development, BMSI
initially provided a full Trend/Tridium BMS and Energy
Management System. This comprised of 80-plus control
panels across the entire site and a building-wide EMS
system operating from roof to basement. The BMS
consists of approximately 20,000 points plus an energy
management system networked to over 1000 meters
across the 41 floors.
Following completion of the development in 2018, BMSI
have continued to work with various contractors on the
project, and to date have completed 32 of the 35 floors
to CAT A and CAT B standard. These projects have been
extremely fast moving to ensure that occupancy can keep
pace with tenant demand.

LATEST PROJECT:
BMSI’s unique support services have since been engaged
at the Scalpel via our Remote MediCentre technology.
Utilising our innovative in-house software platform MEDIC,
we’re able to deliver a bespoke Support Agreement under
the supervision of our expert London Support Team. With
the capability to run continual diagnostics checks and
amendments to the working environment, our support
solution provides accurate energy data analysis to the
client in real-time.
The Scalpel is an extensive site with 952 submeters
throughout and our team utilise a mixture of weekly

PPM Maintenance
Remote Reactive
MEDIC Energy
MEDIC Diagnostics

CLIENT REFERENCE:

“

The BMSI have team have really added
value to 52 Lime Street utilising their
MEDIC platform which is not an out of
the box analytic solution but is scalable
to target in closer detail any asset / item
of plant. The team have developed their
reporting system to suit our needs and
have kept things pretty fluid in this respect.
The energy reporting has also been a real
benefit through the Covid-19 pandemic,
to highlight how much energy the building
has saved.”
Jim West,
CBRE Account Manager

BMSI

To learn more about how to better understand your BMS and ensure the
efficiency and compliance of your entire building, get in touch with a
member of our team today to discuss further.
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